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I. INTRODUCTION

Research on home networks is growing in

accordance with public interest. Many

consumer devices in the home are becoming

digitalized, while independent and centralized

operations are being changed into mutually

communicating and distributed networks that

support various services. Additionally, the

evolution of wire and wireless communication

technology has a strong effect on the

construction of intelligent systems and

remotely controllable environments.

Several communication protocols and

middlewares have already been introduced and

embedded into home appliances. For example,

the IEEE1394 protocol [1] is used for home

theater services, LonTalk [2] [3] or‐
CAN(Controller Area Network) [4] is used for

home automation and device control, and

Bluetooth [5], IrDA, and IEEE802.11 are used

to support wireless mobile devices in the

home or office. HAVi [6] based on IEEE1394,

UPnP [7], and Jini [8] based on TCP/IP are

used as middlewares in home networks to

cope with a distributed network environment.

In addition, several home network

architectures such as VHN (Versatile Home

Network), CCP (Common Communication

Protocol), and ECHONET are already

standardized or are being standardized [9]‐
[11]. Recently, various low priced processors‐
supporting mobile communication and

multimedia services have appeared that can

be embedded into home devices. Moreover, a

domain specific SoC (System on Chip)‐ ‐ ‐
integrated with a core CPU and several

peripheral bus interfaces make it possible to

build compact home devices easily.

However, current middleware architecture

has problems in offering mutual

communication among heterogeneous

protocols, as the architectures are dedicated

to specific protocols, such as IEEE1394 or

TCP/IP. Although some network architectures
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accommodate heterogeneous protocols, they

lack a practical design model and seamless

interoperability between home network

devices including the situation of device

movement.

From the viewpoint of the hardware

platform, most recent research [14] has

focused on home server oriented and‐
centralized architectures. However,

centralizing the architecture of a home server

makes the entire home network more unstable

and inoperable due to overloading or

malfunctioning of the home server.

Accordingly, to solve these problems, the

current paper presents fully distributed home

network architecture, called MRBA (Multimedia

Room Bridge Adapter), and related its

middleware. The MRBA hardware architecture

and related middleware are designed to

accommodate various heterogeneous protocols,

and multimedia AV devices, including analog

AV devices with distributed resource

management mechanisms for seamless

interoperability between devices.

Section II introduces the design

considerations required for a practical home

network system. Section III presents the

proposed hardware and software platform

architectures, along with their functional

operating characteristics. The implemented

and tested environment of the proposed

architecture is described in Section IV.

Finally, our conclusions are presented in

Section V.

II. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

The characteristics of a home network are

quite distinct from those of a general

computer network. The following features are

required to implement a practical home

network that accommodates and manages

various consumer devices.

Although many protocols can be used in a

home network, not all protocols are actually

necessary. Conversely, no one protocol can

support every service required in a home

network, as devices have different

communication interfaces and different Quality

of Service (QoS) requirements. That is, some

devices require a high communication

bandwidth to transfer extensive multimedia

stream data, while other devices need reliable

and rigorous communication with a real time‐
guarantee. Therefore, a home network must

be able to support and manage the various

field protocols existing in different devices.

A home network is a typical example of a

distributed network that can accommodate

many functionally independent devices. In

such a situation, one device must be able to

communicate with other devices located in

different rooms or houses, as well as in the

same area. In addition, a home user should be

able to control the devices within the home

network, regardless of their location and

properties. Therefore, a home network

management system needs to have a

hierarchically configurable architecture that

enables a home user to control devices

without detailed knowledge and perform unit‐
based device control or group based control‐
related to a room or group of devices,

respectively.

In recent years, the use of small sized‐
mobile and sensor components has increased

in the home. However, the majority of

existing software middlewares, such as HAVi

and Jini, require the core components of the

software middleware to be embedded into
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each consumer device connected to the

network. Additionally, the resulting increase in

physical size and added cost are perhaps the

main obstacles to the popularization of home

networks. Thus, manufacturers of appliances

and consumer devices need not be aware of

the concept of middleware.

In a home, each appliance has a different

life time, usage frequency, and service‐
location. In addition, the status of devices

changes frequently. Therefore, middleware

must be able to maintain valid and reliable

device information in spite of a change in

location or device status. Status changes in

appliances are an important factor for the

operating agent and must be transmitted

instantly to agents. Therefore, to support this

function, the middleware should include a

unified interface and event service mechanism

for the dynamic registration and removal of

home network devices.

III. MRBA (MULTIMEDIA ROOM BRIDGE

ADAPTER) ARCHITECTURE

Based on the system requirements

mentioned in Section II, Fig. 1 shows a

sample configuration of a distributed home

network using the concept proposed in this

paper.

As shown in Fig. 1, the main criterion for

dividing a home network into subnets is

related to the physical structure of the typical

house. For example, a house consists of

several subdivisions, such as floors, rooms,

and so on, which are the basis for dividing

the entire home network into several logical

subnets. Given that the proposed concept is a

fully distributed computing network, each

subnet has its own MRBA that supports

several local networks, such as LonTalk,

IEEE1394, TCP/IP, and a legacy analog

network.

IEEE1394 IEEE1394

IEEE
1394

LAN

LonTalk LonTalk

Analog A/V

MRBA
(Multimedia Room 
Bridge Adapter)

WLAN

Internet

PDA

Backbone Network (IEEE1394 or TCP/IP)

Fig. 1. Physical topology of home network

with proposed MRBA

The proposed MRBA connects all the

subnets to the IEEE1394 or TCP/IP based‐
backbone network and serves as the network

gateway and management server for each

subnet, called a room. Furthermore, since one

MRBA manages all the devices with various

protocols in one room, this allows for

communication between such devices, while

communication with devices in other rooms is

possible via another MRBA.

The MRBA also supports data

communication among heterogeneous

protocols, facilitating the operation of various

types of devices without additional hardware

and software modules. The essential function

of the proposed MRBA is to allow for the

creation of a fully distributed home network

based on assigning an MRBA to each logical
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room. Due to the fully distributed architecture,

the failure or malfunction of a particular

MRBA will only affect that room and not the

entire network. Moreover, the middleware for

the proposed MRBA based distributed home‐
network is also designed and implemented

based on the distributed programming concept

using embedded CORBA, so the proposed

architecture can accommodate the design

requirements mentioned in Section II.

Fig. 2 shows the basic hardware block

diagram of the proposed MRBA, which

consists of the main controller, programmable

logic, AV CODEC (Coder/Decoder), IEEE1394

iLink interface, and multi protocol interface‐
indicated by a dotted circle.
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IEEE139
4
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Fig. 2. Hardware block diagram of MRBA

First, the main controller, consisting of a

processor, program memory, and RAM, is

involved in storing the software and

controlling the MRBA operations, and can be

most effectively operated when using a low‐
power and high performance processor, such‐
as those manufactured by Intel, TI, Philips,

and Transmeta. The programmable logic

consists of common CPLD or FPGA, which is

used by the developer to allow the application

logic to interface with other peripheral parts.

Device information that is important or

frequently changed can be stored in this logic

and automatically updated instead of the

software.

The IEEE1394 iLink interface is composed

of an AV link layer and a physical layer. The

AV link layer also includes the AV stream

data port as well as the general functions of

the IEEE1394 link layer that supports

multimedia services on the IEEE1394 bus and

that optionally supports content protection

technology during multimedia data

transmissions. The physical layer controls the

IEEE1394 physical signal and supports the

interface with the IEEE1394 CAT5 or optical

transceiver ports, as well as common

IEEE1394a or IEEE1394b ports, which can be

applied to long distance communication over

100 meters using CAT5 or an optical cable.

Thus, the communication among MRBAs as

well as among IEEE1394 devices is possible

using these different physical ports.

The AV CODEC consists of an AV

ADC/DAC (Analog Digital Converter/Digital

Analog Converter) and AV CODEC, which

support analog/digital conversions and

compression operations. If an external AV

multiplexer is used, this facilitates

communication with multiple analog devices,

including an interface for legacy analog style

AV devices, such as analog TV.

Finally, the multi protocol interface includes‐
various bus interface modules, such as‐
industrial field bus (ex. LonWorks, CAN,‐
FieldBus, X10, RS485, etc.), serial bus (USB,

RS232C, LAN, etc.), and wireless bus (ex.

WLAN, IrDA, Bluetooth, UWB, etc.), that

support communication with different

protocols.

The middleware architecture for MRBA is

shown in Fig. 3. The core middleware

platform of MRBA is based on our own basic
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middleware platform [15] [16].‐
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Fig. 3. Middleware platform block diagram of

MRBA

As shown in Fig.3, the middleware platform

of MRBA consists of four layers: the device

driver layer, base middleware layer, core

middleware layer, and application agent layer.

The device driver layer contains all the

device driver software required to control

heterogeneous physical protocols, such as the

IEEE1394 device driver for communication

with most AV equipment, the TCP/IP device

driver for wire or wireless LAN

communication, the LonTalk device driver for

controlling bulbs or switches, and the analog

AV device driver for communication with

legacy analog AV devices.

The base middleware layer is based on the

GIOP (General Inter ORB Protocol) in CORBA‐
[12] and wraps each device driver with the

appropriate ORB (Object Request Broker)

protocol, such as IEEE1394IOP for IEEE1394,

IIOP for TCP/IP, or LonIOP for LonTalk. In

addition, CORBA supports interoperability

between clients and servers despite different

programming languages, operating systems,

and even low level protocols. Using the GIOP‐
and some interoperable functions of CORBA,

the base middleware then abstracts the low‐

level protocols and transmits the event and

status information to the upper layer, which is

called the core middleware layer.

The core middleware layer consists of

several components that fulfill the main

functions of the MRBA software. These

components are the event service, repository

manager, monitoring service, and device

manager. First, the event service registers,

releases, and handles all events. Thus, each

component has an interface related to the

event service, which is used to communicate

with the other components. The repository

manager registers and manages the status and

operational method of all the devices in the

home. The monitoring service then monitors

the device information in the resource

repository and transmits some event

messages to the event service. The device

manager is the component that directly

controls the physical devices through the

device driver layer. The other components

only have an interface for event transmission

and communicate with each other using

events.

The application agent layer includes certain

domain specific application software for‐
performing various services in the home

network using the event service and resource

repository in the core middleware layer. For

example, the application agent can perform a

network management service that shows users

information of all the devices in the home and

that supports information for user control of

the devices. Additionally, a smart agent can

perform specific services, such as controlling

a fire alarm, video recording, and air

conditioning, using different devices.

For seamless interoperability between

devices, there are two different data

transmission brokers, CORBA and HAL

repository broker. The CORBA takes charge

of the data communication between devices in

a subnet, while the HAL repository broker

takes charge of the data communication

between MRBAs. The HAL repository broker
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consists of hardware logics and can

communicate with IEEE1394 bus directly

without CORBA and device driver services.

Thus, it can replicate the data stored in the

information repository of a MRBA to another

MRBA faster and reduce the software burden

related to transmission of the data in the

information repository.

Repository
Manager

Replicated Information 
Repository Space

Remote
Controller

Device

Device

Room 1

Information
Repository

Backbone Network 
(IEEE1394 or TCP/IP)

MRBA 1

HAL Repository 
Broker

Event
Service

Device
Manager

Repository
Manager

Information
Repository

MRBA 2

HAL Repository
Broker

Event
Service

Device
Manager

Digital
Camcorder

Device

Room 2

Repository
Manager

Analog
TV

Device

Room 3

Information
Repository

MRBA 3

HAL Repository
Broker

Event
Service

Device
Manager

Fig. 4. Replicated information repository

between MRBAs

Based on the above middleware

architecture, the replicated information

repository architecture can support the

interoperability between various devices

regardless of their position in a distributed

home network which consists of many MRBAs

and devices.

Fig. 4 shows the replicated information

repository between MRBAs in a home

network. If the status of any device is

changed, the changed information is

transmitted to the repository manager. Then,

the repository manager analyzes the

information and transmits the changed

information to the event service. After that,

the event service and the HAL repository

broker broadcast the data to the other

MRBAs. Thus, all MRBAs have the same data

in the information repository such as a disk

copy.

In a distributed home network, the

replicated information repository architecture

offers the advantage that any device

connected to one MRBA can be connected to

other MRBAs without additional procedures

such as adding or deleting their information.

Therefore, any device can be moved to

anywhere in a home without regard to its

position. For example, let’s suppose that a

user is watching a movie using a mobile

device in a living room and a multimedia data

server is located in the same room. Although

the user moves to bedroom, the mobile device

can work well and the user can continue to

watch the movie as if the multimedia data

server is located in the bedroom, even though

it is, in fact, located in the living room.

Related to sharing the device information

between MRBAs, Fig. 5 shows the

transmission process of the device information

stored in the information repository between

MRBAs that use IEEE1394 bus as a backbone

network.
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Fig. 5. Transmission process of the device

information between MRBAs

First, the internal structure of the

information repository is similar to that of

tuple space [20]. Thus, the repository

manager uses simple and abstracted command

messages as follows to change the device

information. The “insert” command is used to

add new device information in the information

repository, the “delete” command for deleting

the device information, and the “update”

command for updating the changed device

status.

Insert (device class, device name, device

position, device function)

Delete (device class, device name,

device position)

Update (device class, device name,

device position, device status)

After receiving the abstracted message, the

event service analyzes and classifies the

message, and then transmits the message to

the HAL repository broker according to the

priority level. The HAL repository broker is

interoperable with the IEEE1394 bus, and can

support the asynchronous and isochronous

mode basically. However, the main service of

the HAL repository broker in a MRBA is that

the HAL repository broker broadcasts the

abstracted message of the information

repository using the isochronous mode on the

IEEE1394 bus.

In case of the transmitter, the HAL

repository broker in one MRBA establishes

the channel for communication, and then

remains in the receive mode where it waits

for the permission to use the bus from the

internal bus scheduler. After the MRBA has

the permission to use the bus, the HAL

repository broker receives the bandwidth

information from the IRM (Isochronous

Resource Manager), reads the abstracted

messages from the broadcast TX FIFO,

packetizes the message to the IEEE1394

packet, and transmits the packetized data to

the IEEE1394 bus.

From the viewpoint of the receiver, the

operation of the HAL repository broker

operates conversely. That is, the HAL

repository broker receives and depacketizes

the broadcasted IEEE1394 packets, and then,

stores the depacketized data to the broadcast

RX FIFO and sends the interrupt event to the

event service. Next, the event service

transmits the abstracted message to the

repository manager. Finally, the repository

manager changes the data in the information

repository according to the command type of

message such as Insert, Delete, and Update.

As previously described, the HAL

repository broker executes regular and

repeated works like buffering data, managing

the channel, packetizing and depacketizing the

data, and transmitting and receiving the

packetized data. Additionally, the HAL

repository broker can be implemented by a

small microprocessor or hardware logic which

reduces the software burden to process the

transmission of abstract messages.

Fig. 6 shows a hardware functional block

diagram of the IEEE1394 backbone when

using an MRBA.

To support legacy analog AV devices in a

home network, the analog audio/video signal

is digitalized by an audio/video ADC (Analog

Digital Converter) within the AV encoding

process. Then, the AV encoder compresses

the digitalized data into the form of DV,

MPEG, and so on. Thereafter, the compressed

AV data is re formatted through a series of‐
packet changing processes to enable it to be

transmitted through the IEEE1394 backbone

network. That is, the compressed data is

stored in the isochronous FIFO, integrated
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with the CFR(Configuration Register) based on

the command of the main controller, packaged

at the appropriate packet size by packet

generator, and transmitted to the IEEE1394

bus through the IEEE1394 link and physical

core. The asynchronous FIFO stores the non‐
periodic data, while the broadcast FIFO stores

the broadcasting data. Similarly, in the case of

AV decoding, the IEEE1394 isochronous data

is changed into analog audio/video data

through the opposite process.

In the case of the LonWorks interface, the

LonTalk protocol packet is transmitted to the

main controller via a LonWorks controller,

such as a Neuron chip. Thereafter, the packet

is analyzed by a software device driver and

stored in the internal resource repository or

changed and directly transmitted to another

protocol bus.
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Fig. 6. Hardware functional block diagram for

data conversion

Based on the above hardware and

middleware platform, Fig. 7 shows an example

block diagram of data conversion between

LonWorks and IEEE1394 bus.

As shown in Fig. 7, a LonWorks device

can communicate with IEEE1394 device using

binding service. For example, it is possible

that the NV (Network Variable) of LonTalk

[3], the protocol of LonWorks, can

interoperates with the FCP (Function Control

Protocol) of IEC61883 [13], the standard of

IEEE1394 AV device interface. CORBA IOR is

Button 1
<Switch>

Button 2
<Switch>

LonWorks
Device Driver

Stop
<Switch>

... ...

IEEE1394
Device Driver

LonWorks
Device
Manager

IEEE1394
Device
Manager

Play 
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Event Service

Repository Manager

LonWorks Controller
(Neuron) Repository

IEEE1394 AV 
Controller (iLink)

LonTalk Packet IEEE1394 Packet

CORBA CORBA

Middleware
&

Device
Driver

Physical
Hardware

HAL 
Repository 

Broker

Fig. 7. Data conversion between

LonWorks and IEEE1394

used for packet communication between

LonWorks and IEEE1394 device. Additionally,

priority information defined in each protocol is

applied to the event service to transmit the

packets according to their priority.

Fig. 8 shows the configuration of analog

AV device driver and manager to support the

analog AV device in a MRBA.

Basic Interface

Event Service Interface

Device Driver 
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Record
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AV Device
Manager

Playback Networking
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Manager

Storage
Driver

Manager
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Digital Bus Driver
(IEEE1394, USB, etc.)

Audio/ Video
Encoder Driver

Hot Plug and 
Play Monitoring

Fig. 8. Configuration of analog AV device

driver and manager

The analog AV device driver part consists

of several device drivers such as an

audio/video decoder and encoder driver, AV
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codec driver, and digital bus driver. The

video decoder converts the analog video

signal to a digital video signal such as BT.601

or BT.656. Additionally, the audio decoder

converts the analog audio signal to digital

audio signal such as IIS or ADPCM. In

addition, high speed and high bandwidth bus

(ex. IEEE1394, USB, Wireless LAN, UWB, etc)

supporting the hot plug and play must be

connected to AV Codec to monitor the

addition or remove of devices in a home

network. Basically, the analog device doesn’t

support the hot plug and play function.

However the information about connection

status of analog devices can be detected by

monitoring the physical impedance of input

and output port of analog audio/video. Using

this information, the MRBA can detect add or

remove status of analog devices the same as

the digital devices.

The analog AV device manager mediates a

role in intermediating between analog AV

device driver and event service. Thus, the

status and control information of the device

can be transmitted to upper middleware

through the event service. Additionally, this

manager monitors the hot plug and play

information transmitted by the analog AV

device driver. Moreover, although the MRBA

doesn’t have an extended interface as shown

in Fig. 8, it is possible to extend the

functions so the MRBA supports multimedia

services by adding the recoding, playback,

and streaming service in a intranet or internet

by the analog AV device manager. In addition,

the analog AV device manager transmits the

codec types to each AV device if one AV

device want to interoperate with another AV

device by analyzing the AV codec types (ex.

MPEG 4, H.264, DV, etc.).‐
Using the AV device driver and manager,

the MRBA recognizes the analog AV device

as the digital AV device and easily supports

the interoperation between analog AV device

and digital AV device.

In case of the operation of data conversion

and replicated information repository method,

Fig. 9 shows an example sequence of an

MRBA based home network service, when the‐
user wants to see the AV data from the

digital camcorder in room 2 on the analog TV

in room 3 by operating the LonTalk based‐
remote controller in room 1.

Remote
Controller MRBA 1 MRBA 2 Digital

Camcorder
Analog

TV

Connection 
Request 

ROOM 1 ROOM 2 ROOM 3

Data Conversion

TX Connection Request

TX Connection Request
Output Ch. (oPlug)
Establishment

TX Connection Response

TX Connection Response

RX Connection Request
Input Ch. (iPlug)
EstablishmentRX Connection Response

Update Status Information

Replicate Status Information

Replicate Status Information

Connection Response

Play 
Camcorder Data Conversion

[Play] Command

[Play] Command

Isochronous TX Start Request

Isochronous TX Start Response

Isochronous Data

AV Decoding

Analog AV 
Stream Data

[Play] Reponse

[Play] Reponse

Update Status Information

Replicate Status Information

Replicate Status Information
Play 

Response

TX : Camcorder 
in room2
RX : TV in 
room3

TX : Camcorder 
in room2
RX : TV in 
room3

MRBA 3

Fig. 9. Example of MRBA based home network‐
service

When the remote controller requests a

“channel connection” between the camcorder

in room 2 and the analog TV in room 3 to

create a communication channel, MRBA 1 in
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room 1 receives the “channel connection”

command, and then analyzes the command and

makes a new command in the form of an

IEEE1394 packet. Thereafter, MRBA 1 sends

a “TX channel creation” command to MRBA 2

in room 2 and an “RX channel creation”

command to MRBA 3 in room 3 in the form

of an asynchronous packet. When the

camcorder receives the “TX channel creation”

command from MRBA 2, it creates an oPlug

(output plug) channel, as specified in the

IEC61883 standard [9]. Additionally, MRBA 3

creates an iPlug (input plug) channel instead

of the analog TV. If this operation is

successful, MRBA 1 receives a “channel

connection” response from MRBA 2 and

MRBA 3, and then updates the status

information and replicates the updated

information to all other MRBAs in the form of

a broadcast packet.

After the channel connection, the remote

controller sends a “play” command to MRBA

1. This command is also analyzed and

transmitted to the camcorder and MRBA 3

using the same sequence as the “channel

connection” operation. The camcorder then

sends a “TX start” to the MRBA 3 to start

transmitting the AV data. After receiving the

response, the camcorder sends a “play”

response to MRBA 1 and starts transmitting

the AV data to MRBA 3 through the

isochronous channel. Meanwhile, MRBA 3

converts the compressed digital AV data to

analog audio/video data and transmits the data

to the analog TV.

As a result, the camcorder AV data in

room 2 can be played on the analog TV in

room 3.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

Fig. 10 shows the experimental hardware

configuration, including the MRBA prototype

system. The proposed MRBA board supports

the IEEE1394 backbone network and DV

formatted multimedia services. In addition, it

also supports the external host interface bus

and several UART ports which can connect

with various protocol modules such as

LonTalk, CAN, RF, and ZigBee. To implement

the HAL repository broker, an Altera’s

Cyclone FPGA is used.

Through the connection between MRBA

and FALinux’s EzBoard which has a PXA 255‐
CPU, an Ethernet module and various IO

ports, a fully embedded MRBA system is

implemented with our middleware.

Internet

Subnet 1

...

`

IEEE1394
LonTalk

Subnet 3

Analog AV

: Backbone Network

: Local Network

Subnet 2

...

...

...

LG RN-21FD10 TV

ADIF AIF-01 
remote controller 

DCR-TRV940 

MRBA prototype system

MRBA Board
Fzlinux’s
EzBoard

Fig. 10. Hardware configuration of home

network prototype

Several heterogeneous home devices –

ADIF AIF 01 remote controller for a‐
LonWorks device, Sony DCR TRV940 for an‐
IEEE1394 AV device, and LG RN 21FD10 TV‐
for an analog device are also used in the–

configuration. The software environment

includes RT Linux as the operating system‐
and C based CORBA ORB (Object Request‐
Broker) for the core component. We also

developed and experimented with several

protocol dedicated ORBs, such as‐
IEEE1394ORB [18].

Under this testing environment, the

performance and footprint of the MRBA

software middleware core was measured, as

shown in Table I. The performance was
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evaluated by the round trip the period from–‐
transmitting the data and receiving the

response between server and client RMI–

(Remote Method Invocation) under TCP/IP

network without payload. As shown in Table

I, the MRBA core middleware was found to be

faster than other middlewares, such as UPnP

or Jini, and had an appropriate footprint.

TABLE 1. Performance and footprintf of

MRBA Core, UPnP, and Jini

MRBA Core UPnP Jini

Base
Software ORBit CORBA

Intel
SDK
1.0
Lib

Starter Kit
v2.0_0002

Performanc
e
(1

round-trip
RMI)

0.32 ms 3.25
ms 4.32 ms

Footprint
(KB =
Kbytes)

C o r e
Mi d d l e wa r e
Components :
91KB
ORB : 200KB
Shared Library
: 1MB

850
KB

JVM (Java
V i r t u a l
Machine) :
24.6KB
Core Library :
25.7MB
Jini Library :
5MB

Table II shows the round trip time in the‐
device driver and middleware layers measured

under the IEEE1394 and TCP/IP backbone

protocols with a 2Kbyte event payload, the

equivalent of adding a new device to the

home network. The event transmission time

with IEEE1394 was faster than that with

TCP/IP, and the time deviation with IEEE1394

was shorter than that with TCP/IP.

Additionally, the home network backbone

based on IEEE1394 was more reliable and

faster than that based on TCP/IP.

V. CONCLUSION

The current paper proposes an MRBA that

effectively manages a home network

consisting of various devices. The MRBA

hardware has various protocol ports and can

TABLE 2. Round trip time in device driver‐
layer and middleware layer with a 2Kbyte

event payload

Device Driver Middleware Layer

Average
Derivatio

n

Averag

e
Derivation

TCP/IP

(Ethern

et)

1504

us
0.89 us

2273

us

268.87

us

IEEE13

94
582 us 0.76 us

1227

us

212.99

us

communicate with existing analog multimedia

equipment. Meanwhile, the MRBA software

has a hierarchically configurable network

architecture that consists of four layers,

where the application layer can manage the

home network without detailed information

about the lower layers. A CORBA based‐
middleware architecture is also proposed that

supports the communication between MRBAs

and data interchange between heterogeneous

protocols. In addition, the MRBA supports the

seamless interoperability between MRBAs by

CORBA, HAL repository broker and replicated

information repository architecture. Thus, the

MRBA is suitable for a distributed

environment. The proposed MRBA architecture

was implemented and tested in a home

network prototype environment.

In the future, the MRBA hardware will be

integrated into a single hardware board, which

will make it smaller than an average PDA and

the footprint size of the entire middleware

software will not exceed 10Mbytes. In

addition, the HAL repository broker on MRBA

board will be designed and tested.

In relation to software, further studies are

looking at improving the repository
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architecture and data synchronization. For

multimedia streaming service among several

MRBAs, the bandwidth management and

transcoding mechanism will be studied in

relation to the extended interface in the

analog AV device manager
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